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The network behind the world’s top networks

Our turnkey global connectivity solution, BICS SIM for Things, has been built from the ground up 
to address the connectivity needs of enterprises looking to launch and manage an international 
connected business, with the highest standards of reliability, quality and security. BICS solutions 
form the foundation that connects millions of IoT devices in Europe, Asia, Africa and America.

SIM for Things enables companies 
in any vertical industry to integrate 
connected devices into their 
international business and succeed 
with revenue multiplication, entry 
into new markets, improved customer 
satisfaction and IoT transformation 
on a global scale. We deliver a 
high-quality global IoT connectivity 
solution that is fully API oriented.

BICS SIM for Things 
Connecting people, applications and devices everywhere 

The network at the heart of  
international cellular connectivity
We are at the forefront of the mobile industry’s transformation 
to IoT, based on a heritage of more than 25 years of leadership 
in providing international connectivity for voice, messaging and 
data traffic. More than 700 of the world’s mobile operators build 
their global footprint with BICS across more than 200 countries. 
Today, BICS carries 25% of the world’s roaming traffic and 50% 
of the world’s data roaming traffic. Our SIM for Things solution 
has been built from the ground up to address the needs of 
enterprises looking to connect mobile devices and machines  
to the internet with a highly secure network infrastructure.



The network behind the world’s top networks

For more information, visit WWW.BICS-IOT.COM

Requirements: Safety improvements using 
IoT sensors, route planning and guidance 
with real-time updates, automated roadside 
assistance, connectivity for car and drivers’ 
insurance management and on-board 
entertainment. 

BICS solution: Flexible platform with APIs 
to support automotive applications, reliable 
seamless global connectivity to ensure 
vehicles stay connected wherever they are, 
and an easy-to-use management portal 
for applications running on connected 
automobiles.

Automotive

Requirements: Embedded connectivity for 
wearables, carriables and household devices. 

BICS solution: Flexible platform to support all 
connected devices and varying IoT business 
models and reliable global connectivity so 
consumer devices are always connected, 
wherever they are. A simple management 
portal enables easy deployment, integration 
and management. 

Consumer Devices

Requirements: Contactless Point-of-Service 
terminals, embedded payments in connected 
devices, payment verifications and in-depth 
analytics.

BICS solution: Embedded instant, reliable, 
redundant connectivity ensures payment 
terminal stay connected wherever they are 
located, while the simple management portal 
offers easy integration and deployment 
of connected payment terminals. Flexible 
APIs allow banks to automate and control 
IoT deployments through a range of 
functionalities. 

Payment Terminals 

Requirements: Continuous remote monitoring 
of connected health services, connected medical 
device integration, embedded medical devices, 
real-time alarms for emergency response and 
integration with first responder systems.

BICS solution: Supports a wide range of 
applications from hospitals to insurance via 
a flexible platform with APIs. Global reliable, 
redundant connectivity to ensure devices and 
services remain connected anywhere in the 
world, and easy deployment and integration 
of thousands of connected devices via the 
management portal. 

Healthcare

Requirements: Ready-to-use anywhere in 
the world, customized SIM profiles for local 
operator connectivity, offsite monitoring, 
upgrades and troubleshooting, and 
communications with other smart systems.

BICS solution: Technology-agnostic platform 
for interoperability with the technology 
platform of any utility provider, anywhere in the 
world. Smart meters can establish the broadest 
global connectivity with local networsk and 
utility provider’s systems in any country, with 
low-power connectivity for long lasting self-
sufficiency without manual intervention. 

Smart Meters

Requirements: Driver, pedestrian and 
warehouse safety, navigation and systems 
integration, fleet and insurance management, 
real-time analytics and insurance monitoring, 
increased efficiency and throughput.

BICS solution: Simple management, a flexible 
platform with APIs, real-time asset control, 
monetization tools and reliable global M2M 
connectivity of the highest standard for 
connected materials handling equipment. 

Materials Handling 
Equipment

Requirements: Real-time routing support, 
fleet and insurance management, automated 
roadside assistance, seamless global 
track-and-trace, and proactive alerts for 
potential issues.

BICS solution: Automate and control IoT 
deployments with an API integrated flexible 
platform, global multi-network connectivity 
for fleet and driver tracking and seamless 
management of thousands and even millions 
of SIM embedded parcels. 

Logistics and 
Transportation

Requirements: Real-time video monitoring, 
instant alerts and warnings, remote setup 
and installation of new systems and remote 
troubleshooting.

BICS solution: Supporting a variety of IoT 
business models with a flexible platform 
and ensuring devices stay connected in the 
event of a network outage with seamless, 
high quality global connectivity. A simple 
management portal allows safety monitoring 
companies easy deployment, integration and 
management. 

Security

Requirements: Customized pricing bundles 
and incentives, tracking of policyholder habits, 
insights into policyholders, and informed risk 
and claim assessments.

BICS solution: Easily embedded connectivity 
for connected insurance devices via a flexible 
platform with APIs. Simple management 
platform for easy servicing and management 
of thousands of policyholders, with 
sophisticated data collection and analytics 
tools to enable a better understanding of 
customers.

Insurance
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